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Columbia Analytical offers convenient and flexible sampling and shipping 
services to its industrial clients and consultants.  Whether you prefer to 
work directly with a laboratory or to minimize time spent packing coolers 
in the field, Columbia Analytical can help with its reliable lab sampling 
and courier service.

Established in 1986, Columbia Analytical is an employee-owned, full service 
chemical and biological analytical laboratory network, headquartered in 
Kelso, Washington. The network is comprised of seven fixed laboratories 
in Arizona, California, Florida, New York, Texas and Washington. Our staff 
of over 300 employees includes chemists, biologists, computer scientists, 
technicians and support personnel. We take pride in tailoring our services 
to meet the individual needs of our clients by providing high quality, cost-
effective, and timely analytical data.

Field Sampling  

Columbia Analytical currently provides sampling services for a wide array of projects including:

Columbia Analytical provides trained field technicians to work directly with the industrial client providing a 
responsive, reliable, all-inclusive sampling & shipping service with a single point-of-contact to ensure that no 
details are missed.  Consultants also can utilize this service to monitor projects located in cities where they might 
not have local offices.  This is also a cost-effective option for those projects that are just too small to justify the 
travel time.  

Shipping

Columbia Analytical can help field crews maximize their day by providing on-site sample packing and shipping 
services.  This ensures that your samples arrive at the lab the next morning properly packed and iced directly 
from the job site without wasting valuable field time.  Columbia Analytical will provide all shipping materials and 
can provide additional field supplies if crews run short of bottles or other sampling essentials.  Shipping with 
overnight services accommodates short holdtimes.  Standard courier service is also available for cooler pick-ups 
from your offices if holdtimes are not an issue.  Columbia Analytical has the 
flexibility to be where you need us most.

Sampling & Shipping

Waste Water•	

Hazardoud Waset•	

Soils•	

Meter Reading•	

Drinking Water Systems•	

Extraction Wells•	

Wipes•	

Surface Water & NPDES Sites•	

System Inspections•	

Air & Vapor Systems•	

Equipment Maintenance•	

Treated Ground Water Systems•	


